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correct one. Apparently for years our interpretation was left unscrutinised from
the departments legal team only lately the last 4 years being determined
wrong, and changes being made ,
c. Trauma-informed responses to detainee behaviour.
I can only say that these practices had become "the new thing" and I
embraced the training or readjng direction or whatever I could learn online. I
cannot say with any certainty what others may have done.

d. Harmful sexual behaviours
I was aware that the above was deemed probable for our cohort of clients. I
always attempted to be a role model to our young people in what was
community acceptable sexual behaviours and those that displayed harmful
ones were bought to the attention of the young person that it was not
acceptable and to chain of command either by personal communication with
the follow up in case notes to that fact. For others I cannot say what their
response may have been .
e. De-escalation techniques.
For the last 15 years my memory is that the universal "Non-violent Crisis
Intervention" training was the preferred method being used in hospitals and other
Government workplaces Australia wide. Our techniques were of distraction and
refocus on something else and non-violent crisis intervention also covered
different phases of incident escalation and it maybe that we were able on most
counts to bring that person under control without use of force, merely by using
the training within its concept.

f. Personal searches.
Again, to ensure the safety and security of all in the detention facility at any
time. Not just to ensure our young people's safety but all those who have
business to be in the detention centre.
Asking a young person first if they had something , weapon contraband was
always our first response. If they failed to hand over said item then Wand, or
pat down would follow. Full scale de-clothing searches were only used as a
last resort. These always required staff to seek permission from chain of
command. De-clothing searches when done were done in a way least to be
intrusive or embarrassing for both the young person and staff. Done only by
experienced staff with a 2 nd person to sight the staff member at all times (not
the young person) and gender being taken into account. (Males doing males
and females doing females). Search was in such a way, that only the top half
first, then reclothed, then the bottom half then reclothed. Young person
always being asked beforehand if they had anything to declare and an
explanation of how a search was carried out before it happened. This way the
search was done in the shortest possible time.
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It wasn't for many years , and only recently that we were informed by the legal
team in Hobart that our interpretation was not correct and that a gown was to
be given to the young person to put on, and they undressed and dressed
again under it. Until then scrutiny from the legal department had been amiss.
Once we were informed of the changes to the interpretation our SOPs
(standard operating procedures) were changed. A memo given to staff on how
searches were to be performed. The SOPs and policy documents are what
governs our work and how it is to be performed. We must work to the current
documents at any time.
Training was given as part of our mandatory training requirements and again
renewed each year along with searches, isolation or as a SOP changed. I again
received this training whether physical or online training.
g. Use of force .
This SOP (standard operating procedure) is there to ensure the safety and
security of anyone within the Detention facility and only as a last resort. Again ,
training whether physical or written should be yearly or if changes occurred to
that SOP. I also received this training on many occasions for which I would
have signed an attendance sheet.
h. Hygiene for detainees
This is part of the induction training for all admissions to the Centre whether
they are brand new or repeat admissions. On admission each receives a pack
of toiletries. They are also given induction training on their responsibilities to
keep themselves clean, their unit/chores expectations and how they go about
ordering toiletries each week. Induction training takes place each time a
young person comes into the centre. There is a sign off sheet for each
individual to go in their files to stay they have completed said inductions or
refused to take part. Induction training is part of the training procedure that all
staff receive at their own induction, as I did or as required by the centre. If the
SOP changes , then memo is sent to staff, or a physical training is done at a
training day many of which are now on line and are completed on a regular
basis.

i.

Occupational Health and safety.

All staff receive this as part of their own induction train ing. Those staff that were
so inclined could join the OH & S committee ;

J,

Sexual harassment and discrimination

This is part of our online training package.

k. Professional conduct in the workplace or codes of conduct or complaint
and grievance processes.
These are also online learning. When completing an online training at the end
you receive a certificate if you have passed, and this is handed to the training
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officer or whoever is deemed at the time to take these and process them into the
training completed database. This applies to many of the above .

Knowledge of policies and procedures
18 To the best of my knowledge, the policies and or procedures relating to the
specific subject matter is as follows:

(a) Policy or procedure which governed the use of isolation facilities as been an
evolving thing. The use of the word isolation was not ready used for many
years and only became apparent when legal scrutiny began some years ago.
We used to have 2 times a day when all young people were in their rooms for
45 minutes in order to give staff breaks of 20 minutes each and still have
enough staff to work a unit and do observations of young people while in their
rooms. This was time when young people could take time apart from others
read write shower and rest. It was later deemed isolation and was prohibited .
The meaning being that being set apart from others separately in a room or
space without a staff member in that physical space with them was isolation
and prohibited . Isolation could only happen in extreme circumstances where
the risk to the person or others was high. Again, consent from chain above
and paperwork as to the reason why plus isolation form of observation forms
done on the person were completed. These periods could be extended with
permission if the young person was still a high risk to themselves and others.

(b) Personal searches changed over time. The concept of personal searches is
now wand or pat with chain of command consent was allowed. e.g., Leaving
the woodwork room, a young person could have concealed a tool or piece of
wood or metal that cause harm to themselves or others, so this was allowed
in this circumstance for us to do a wand search. All other searches pat or
wand or the unclothed type (done using a gown so that the person can cover
themselves) could only be given if the risk of harm was high and consent from
above (ops coordinator or above) was gathered and given beforehand.
Paperwork pertaining to this was to be filled in signed off. Searches to be
gender specific and two of. One to do the search the other to watch the
searcher and make sure it was according to the SOP. All searches signed off
on the online register. Before the new ruling 4 or so years ago unclothed
searches were done as explained above.
(c) Use of force was always "as a last resort". Procedures around use of force
changed in that we had to get permission before we could use "use of force".
This meant depending on staffing ratios depended often how timely we could
be. So, where response to an incident that was deemed unsafe extreme risk
for staff or the young person or the centre, we now had to either radio or use
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the telephone to contact our ops coordinator or manager to get permission
before we could begin to take action or call a code to get others to respond .
This meant young people fighting one another would go longer before we
could take action or if a staff member was being assaulted before we could
take action.
(d) Officials and/or Youth workers interaction towards detainees was to be of a
professional standard (not of a friend or mate) was to be at all times empathic
honest responsible transparent ethical to be role modelling community
expectations and to use trauma informed practices at all times . To carry out
the policies and SOPs of the centre and any legislated requirement of a
detention centre.
(e) As a professional body of people to act as such with one another at all times
on shift without discrimination fear or favour. Act with care diligence integrity
while carrying out our duties and in a way that promotes the services mission
statement and duties.

(f) The policy that governed access to our young people was that visits from
family, friends professionals', workers who interact with the young person in
the community, legal profession be encouraged, that these relationships
should be maintained into the future so as the young person returned to family
and friend community the contact was still there.
(g) Incident keeping SOP changed over time in that it was a physical paper file for
each young person and any incidents that they were involved in. Over time
this became an electronic file called AIMS. All incidents were done
electronically as they happened. RI recorded incident may be about
undesirable behaviours that were becoming apparent, more like a history
keeping. Ml Minor incident was one that was dealt with within the centre. DO
Detention Centre Offence is one where the incident is substantial in risk to
safety of others and the centre and is a police reportable incident.

19. In relation to any policy requiring the reporting of misconduct or potential
misconduct by Officials, all incidents that happened in the centre were
accessed by a panel of people whose sole job was to ascertain that the event
did or did not contain any element of misconduct on the part of staff.
Ways of reporting misconduct was a Complaint by a young person through
the complaint procedure or from a mandatory report from staff about
misconduct or viewing of camera footage of an incident that showed
something that maybe misconduct where an investigation would be held.
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20.1 am aware of other policies or procedures which were known to me at AYDC.
Of particular relevance to my work at AYDC was State Services conduct
policy, young person Human rights, AJJA, Tasmanian Youth Justice Act.

Workplace Safety
21.1 have felt unsafe during my work at AYDC. I felt particularly unsafe. There
were times when I felt unsafe at work over the last 20 years. Times when
coming on shift and going to a unit and having a gut feeling that all was not
well. I say it's a tangible feeling that things are not normal. That these times
and times when staffing was short it was unsafe. One would put on a brave
face and get on with it trying to get to the bottom of the oppressive feeling .
Carry on as normal and try to be ahead of whatever was in the making. I have
been taken hostage in that I was unable to leave a storeroom because young
people on the other side chose to hold the door shut and not allow me to
come out.
22. Times when a unit of 12 young men decided that they were not going to take
staff direction and refused to go to their rooms for a Quiet time period and
decided to have a sit in. The overwhelming feeling of something was about to
happen had been present some hour before and I was able to put in places
services and action to assist if it did happen.

23. Times when at night we had intruders inside the centre, and I was the only
staff in that unit. One has to continue to function to carry out normal duties not
knowing what was happening.
24. Times when young people assault one another including staff and staff have
to try and break it up before too much damage/injuries occur the those
fighting.

25. Times when we have had fires inside the residential units. Young people have
lite fires in their bedrooms, or several of them are lighting paper in their rooms
and pushing under doors on the carpeted surface of hallways. You have run
up and down putting each one out. Lighters are easily got into the centre
especially now our personal search procedures have changed to include
young person being allowed a gown to change under. The same with small
weapons . Young people go offsite to court to dentist appointments and other
recreational events
26. Times when young people have been at programs and during change over
period they have banded together to riot inside the centre . One would be a
fool not to be afraid. Fear keeps us moving towards solving/resolving issues,
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keeps us safe makes one think outside the box and use our SOPs to the
letter.
27. 1am aware of other Officials feeling unsafe. Many times, we have been
unsafe. One can see it in the faces of others as they can see it in you. Its
normal human expression/state. it what keeps on our toes and having
operating procedures drummed into us we can operate almost by automation.
It all kick in and away we go.
28. I have been involved in a physical confrontation with a Detainee. The details
are as follows I have been in many confrontations with young people over the
years. Young people returning to the unit from school. Only one staff member
in the unit. The second YP let into the unit was set upon by the first one. You
stand between them doing the talk down to the aggressor, giving instructions
to the young person being set upon to stay behind you at all times . You deal
with what's in front of you call a code on the radio or push your duress button
as soon as you can. You continue the talk down but 40 seconds to a minute is
a long time when confronted with violence and waiting for assistance .
29. Riots are the other one when you can be injured very easily with flying
objects. Fights in the dining room between young people can means flying
chairs, cutlery that you need to be aware of. In the school when a young
person becomes aggressive there can be tables, chairs and computer
equipment to take into account that can be thrown at any time .
30. I have witnessed other Officials engaged in or injured by a detainee. I have
witnessed many incidents in my time at AYDC . It's part of what we train for,
it's part of our policies. All have an impact on the staff members and the
young person . It is ingrained into us that the safety of the centre with includes
all who at the time are there comes first. Impact of incidents is an individual
thing so cannot say how someone else would feel.
31.1 have never been injured by or engaged in a physical confrontation with
another Official.
32 . 1 have not witnessed a physical confrontation between an AYDC Official and
another Official. Details
Conduct of Other Officials: Sexual Misconduct
26. I have not ever witnessed any Official engage in any form of sexual or sexually
suggestive behaviour towards Detainees. If I did, I would report it immediately.

27 . 1did receive reports or information from Detainees or other Officials about other
Officials engaging in any form of sexual or sexually suggestive behaviour towards
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detainees. Where it was reported to me by a young person that sexual or
sexualised behaviour had occurred towards them from an official , I have
encouraged the young person to report this act. This comes under Mandatory
reporting, and we have a process that we help the young person with fill out
forms and deciding who they with the incident to go to . Whether it we the
Secretary of the Detention Centre or the Commissioner for children. We are then
required to ensure that the paperwork goes to the appreciate person on behalf of
the young person.
Conduct of Other Officials: Other forms of Misconduct
28. If in the scope of my work a young person thought they had been unjustly dealt
with, I would encourage the said person to write an appeal to deal with what they
felt. This would go to the Manager of the centre . Doing an appeal meant that the
young person could have an answer within 24 hrs incident being investigated by
the Manager or who he/she authorised to do so . Further to this process I would
encourage and help a young person through the grievance process to fill out
forms being the attention either of the Manager or the Commissioner for
children's attention.
29. On one occasion, I cannot recall the dates, A racial or gender slur was made
within my hearing. I called it out right then no hesitation. I named it in front of
those workers, advised that it was uncalled for in the workplace and said if I
heard of such a thing again, I would officially report it. I found that this worked for
me being a small female that was not afraid to speak up.
30. I took the following steps after witnessing young people have report to me that
another young person had said some pretty awful things about me. If it was not
a possible assault on my person I would role model to the young people what a
normal response would be from an adult. i.e ., That someone was obviously upset
with how something had happened and that it was human nature to vent but as
an adult I could just opt to ignore the comments, or I could have a conversation to
that person at a later stage when they were more settled and try and resolve
what issue they had . This often settled the young people enough so that they
didn't feel they had to act on my behalf.
31. I took the following steps after the reports were made to me . I chose in this
instance to wait a day then have a quiet conversation with the person who felt
hard done by. To explain that the names he had called a female Detainee in our
care were inappropriate in this setting an any other. That sexual gender abuse
was uncalled for. That I felt he was a person who could understand that he would
not like it if the abuse was towards him, and it was against the law. I also asked
what he would do if a female friend was abused by someone else how he would
react. It's a hard road trying to get the message of violent and abuse towards
women is not ok in our setting as it is part of a stereotype of behaviour, they
witness daily either in their own families and communities .
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32. I have not received information from other Officials and/or Detainees about
behaviour of an Official towards another Official that was inappropriate.

Detainee Behaviour:
33. I would make reports or formal records in the following circumstances in any
circumstance where there was a clear breach of the Behaviour management
scheme regarding unacceptable behaviours listed in the incident report settings
RI Recorded incident, Ml Minor Incident, DO Detention Centre Offence,
34. The reports were made by the following These reports used to be done by hand.
Selecting the appropriate forms and filling by writing in the spaces provide for the
information to be listed. These later became electronic in nature being recorded
electronically in AIMS. (Ashley Incident Management Scheme)

35 . 1received the following training specifically regarding reporting . Training and
updates on training for incident report writing happen in induction of all new staff
training, by memo as a procedure is changed and or at a team training day. By
memo presented problems in that we were not given time before beginning our
shift to ensure we had all the latest information. We were often understaffed so
there was not time to go looking for this information. Often staying after our shift
to carry out this incident report writing only to be told that overtime would not be
paid. We did this to ensure that the reports went in on time, that we had time to
ensure reports were accurate.

36. I have witnessed a Detainee engage in physical violence or sexually
inappropriate behaviour. I witnessed violent and or sexualised behaviours
between young people. Too numerous to place here. Over 20 years of service
the above appeared to be ingrained into many young people which was a product
of learnt behaviour they had personally happen to them within their own family
community and peers. Both verbal and physical abuse appear to be part of who
they are. Males often said they were only having a joke when they pinched the
nipples of other boys or slapped them in their groin area. Sexualised behaviours
were more prevalent in our male population than our female population. Males
said it's what males do to one another. It's what they have been show as normal
behaviours within their peer groups and families.
37.1 took the following action after witnessing what is outlined above in paragraph
36 .
Action taken was an incident report written, notes of what occurred in case and
shift notes. Verbal interaction from staff with the young people that perpetrated
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this kind of behaviours would be lengthy and ongoing and watched out for into
the future. Communication that it was not ok whether it was a joke or not. Often
the young person who was on the receiving end of these behaviours were asked
if they would like to also put a report/statement in about it was turned down by the
young person and or passed off as a joke. Mandatory reporting was done via an
information form that had a degree of harm caused which meant whether it would
reach the top of management for investigation.

38.1 have received reports or information from Detainees or Other Officials about
other Detainees engaging in physical violence or sexually inappropriate
behaviour. Our daily communications book was whether notes on a shift and
what happened could be written. If an incident report had been written or remarks
in case notes made or and information sheet done generally you could read it
when next coming on shift. So, with the daily communication book and case and
shift note one could get a picture of what had transpired and what action taken
place but not always. Sexualised language was a way young people hoped to
shock and deem others including have others think they were tuff. Not an unusual
occurrence.

39. The action I have taken in the past was verbal interaction with the person
concerned, incident report writing, shift and case note writing plus the new
information sheet that became available a few years back. All form online now
with the Daily communication book being the only one not online.

My conduct

40.1 have not ever engaged in any form of sexual or sexually suggestive behaviour
towards a Detainee.
41 . 1have not engaged in behaviour that was inappropriate or a breach of policy.
42. I have not had any allegations made about me concerning the treatment of or
behaviour directed towards a Detainee .
Sources of Information for this Statement

43 . 1have liaised with my Union (HACSU) and Officials employed by the Union to
assist with the format with the actual statement writing. I have used a separate
legal source to ensure that I have supplied as asked legally within this document.
I have attached a statement of duties for my position as a youth worker from
2002 .
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44. 1have spoken to no one except for my Union and have relied on my memory.

Other Information

45.At any time in any workforce, the vast majority of the workplace take their roles
seriously and perform them with due diligence. There is always a small
percentage in a workplace that do not carry out their duties according to policy
and procedures. I belTeve that the way in which the staff at AYbC have been
portrayed by the media via pollical influence and not parliamentary privilege has
labelled our workforce as abusive and sexual bullies. The majority of are now
without the capacity to be employed elsewhere because of the way we have
been portrayed. After 20 years of service, I feel violated, and I feel let down . In
all my years at AYDC, not one Manager or Agency secretary has come to our
aid, put the media right, so the myth that AYDC was "bad as bad place " and its
staff bad people, and this has been perpetuated by not being corrected by the
Department or anyone else. The sensationalisation of Youth Detention in the
media is laughable.
46. 1have undertaken to treat every young person I have worked with within our
policies and SOPs, at any given time. Changing my ways of work according to
any changes and updates made with them . I have treated them as I would my
own and have always strived to educate them to community acceptable
behaviour as in the Youth Justice Act.
I have worked in aeoordance with our legis l•a'tion policjes and standard operating
procedures that were current practice at that time.
47. It is not the fault of the workforce if said different interpretations were being made
and not acted upon and rectified by the legal departments of a government in

